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Curium Becomes the Next Silver Mosaic Ambassador Company
St. Louis Mosaic Project is pleased to announce Curium as the latest Mosaic
Ambassador Company. Curium is a world-class nuclear medicine solutions provider with over
100 years of history in the industry. Curium serves over 14 million patients worldwide each year,
and they strive to provide best-in-class products and exceptional, reliable services.
Mosaic Ambassador Companies at the Silver Level engage in action items that promote
diversity and inclusion in the work place. Companies joining at the Silver Level place value in
maintaining an internationally welcoming work environment and agree to spread awareness of
the St. Louis Mosaic Project, encourage associates to become Mosaic Ambassadors, and
participate in volunteer opportunities that support international communities.
Curium is committed to further explore ways to support the international community.
Below are Curium’s action items and goals for future international-focused growth in partnership
with St. Louis Mosaic Project and the St. Louis region:







Hire international students and experienced global talents via St. Louis Mosaic’s
Internship program and connections, and mentor STEM international students
Share Mosaic flyers to promote the mission of the Mosaic Project
Encourage associates to become Mosaic Ambassadors and participate in Mosaic
Professional Connectors Program
Share Mosaic’s resources with newly arriving international employees and their
spouses
Open doors in the community with schools and the St. Louis Cricket Association
Partner with local organizations especially with the ones affiliated with France not
only to promote diversity and inclusion, but also to utilize these collaboration
efforts for improving economic prosperity of the St. Louis region.

“Sumit Verma, Chief Operating Officer NA for Curium Pharmaceuticals stated that we are very
excited to partner with the St. Louis Mosaic project. As a newly formed global company and
with a presence of about 375 employees in the St. Louis region, we are excited to be an
Ambassador company which enables us to participate in many events to support the
international communities and economic development of our region.”
About the St. Louis Mosaic Project
The St. Louis Mosaic Project was launched in 2012 in response to an economic impact report
that showed St. Louis was lagging in immigrant growth and highlighted the potential economic
benefits of increasing its foreign-born population. The Mosaic Project is a regional initiative that
is professionally managed by St. Louis Economic Development Partnership, World Trade
Center and a 27-member committee. Its goal is to transform St. Louis into the fastest growing
major metropolitan area for immigration by 2020 and promote regional prosperity through
immigration and innovation. Learn more at www.stlmosaicproject.org

